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Economics

Geography

Sports

INTERESTS

Nepali (Native)

English (Professional)

LANGUAGES

SKILLS

Frontend (Vue | Svelte)

Backend (Python | JS | TS) 

Databases (SQL | NoSQL)

System Design and QA

DevOps and Automation

Technical

Effective communication

Leader and Team player 

Strong problem solver

Good time management

Professional

Hindi (Fluent)

WORK EXPERIENCES

I have helped various businesses achieve their digital presence. I got exposed to whole lot of 
technologies and I had to be one man army for any work available.


Freelancer  2018 - Present

Lanceme Up is an IT service company at Lalitpur, Nepal. Lanceme Up provides various IT and non IT  
services to business all around the world. My primary job at Lanceme Up was to create Backend RESTful 
API services. I also got opportunities to work on frontend technologies. I also guided and helped other 
developers.

Software Engineer Lanceme Up, Patan, Nepal | 2020 - 2021

Elsight is a telecommunication company at Or-Yehuda, Israel. Elsight develops cutting-edge 
technology that delivers secure, real-time data transmission over multiple IP links, allowing high-

bandwidth, on-the-move connectivity, anytime, anywhere. I worked at Elsight to build new 
features and maintain the product in general

Elsight, Tel Aviv, Israel | 2021 - 2022

RPALabs is a automation company working in automating the shipping and logistics process with 
software. It works on providing effective solutions for parsing bills and receipts, automating email 
process and tracking containers all around the world. I have been working at RPALabs in the 
backed side to create new features and maintain the legacy code. I have been a part of various 
design and architectural discussions and decisions. My works in RPALabs includes:

Building new features

Writing effective tests. 

RPALabs, Colorado, USA | 2022 - Present

Discussing architectures

Maintaining legacy code

Software Engineer

Software Engineer

I am a software engineer with 3 years of experience in application design and development. I have a strong 
communication, leadership and technical background. I am driven by objectives and clean process. I have proper 
knowledge and understanding of business, which in turn, enables me to streamline infrastructures and applications 
suitable for global audience. 

I also have experience teaching, mentoring and tutoring many people via personal connections and various events.

AASHISH BHANDARI
Software Engineer 

hello@awebisam.com
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